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New motion detector product launched
Innovative Canberra company Perimeter Security Industries Pty Ltd (PSI) has officially launched a novel
LED Sensormat™ brand of products.
The first two products – the High Alert Sensor Mat and the Safety Alert Sensor Mat – were launched at
the Security 2016 trade show in Melbourne from Wednesday 20 to Friday 22 July 2016.
PSI Chief Executive Officer Ian Bergman said, “The security expo was an excellent opportunity to get
our first two products in front of the people who matter in terms of installing security and safety
technology.”
With Mr Bergman at the three-day national security industry trade exhibition were PSI Business
Development Manager Bill Leane and representatives of NESS, PSI’s new national distributor of LED
Sensormat™ products.
LED Sensormat™ products work by sending light from an LED through a length of plastic optical fibre to
a microprocessor embedded inside the mat. Whenever a person steps onto or moves on the mat this
triggers an alarm.
The High Alert Sensor Mat and Safety Alert Sensor Mat have been specifically designed to improve
security and safety in factories and warehouses. They are made of heavy-duty, industrial-grade,
hardwearing PVC.
Both products connect to a standard alarm panel by security cable or wireless transmission and both
detect but ignore the kind of disturbances made by small animals, insects, birds, wind and rain that so
often plague other types of motion detector products.
The High Alert Sensor Mat is all black, making it suitable for covert security operation in factories and
warehouses, while the Safety Alert Sensor Mat has yellow edges, making it ideal for safety operation.
“Trade show visitors expressed great interest in our first two products – the High Alert Sensor Mat and
the Safety Alert Sensor Mat,” Mr Bergman said.
“Visitors to our booth could see on the analytics display how the sensor mats actually record people’s
footsteps when they stand or move around on the mat.”
“Anecdotally, many people told us about the false alarm problems they were experiencing with other
motion detector products. They could really see how the LED Sensormat™ could resolve those problems
for them,” he said.
More information
For more information please contact Ian Bergman on mob. 0457 123 852, tel. 02 6162 2506 or
enquiries@perimetersecurity.com.
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